
The 

Michigan Magician 

 

Objective: Expose TRUTH through Synchronicities, Phonetics, 

Numerology, Symbolism and Allegory. It’s ILLEGAL to use a LEGAL 

NAME. It’s UNLAWFUL to WORSHIP IDOLS (I.D. Dolls/Legal 

Name VooDoo Black Magik Spells) Everything is Energy. 

I’ll list a few similarities between some things before I go into any 

decoding or phonetic spell-busting. 

Michigan = Magician (switch the C’s with the G’s) it’s the same word. 

The Magician relates to many things, Pulling rabbits from Hats. 

The hand represents the Pentagram or the Ritual Circle. 

The Magician Card in Tarot (2nd card/Roman Numeral I which looks 

like the Gemini symbol, or a roman numeral II) 

Hermes/Thoth/Hermaphrodite/”planet” Mercury/Gemini the Twins 3rd 

Zodiac Sign representing Spirit/Mind, rules Hands and Lungs. 

The rabbit relates more so being that rabbits symbolize Creation as they 

“pro”create a lot. Also, the first decan in the Constellation Gemini is a 

constellation called Lepus, representing a Hare/Rabbit. Rabbits are fast, 

and Mercury is a fast-moving planet ruling Communication among other 

things.  

The hermaphrodite represents the Trinity, it is both female and male 

together as one. It’s all about Energy/Truth/YOU. 

The hand has so much symbolism related, I’m not even going to begin to 

list everything. But for starters, Michigan is shaped like a Hand or Glove 

and also a Rabbit. The Hand being the Lower Peninsula and the Rabbit 

being the Upper Peninsula, the only state in the U.S.A. to have peninsulas.  



Magicians wear white gloves or use their hand to pull the Rabbit from the 

Hat. The people attempting to control humanity are known as the Hidden 

Hand amongst countless other “names”, they work like Black Magicians. 

When we know of their magic tricks and spells then the spells become 

useless and/or less powerful. 

Most people are under the LEGALITY Hypnosis, thinking that legality is 

reality. A roman maxim of law states “LEGALITY IS NOT REALITY”. 

People cling to the legal system and their legal name status, both 

worshipping a false god and also idol worshipping with graven images. 

False god being the League-Hell Cyst-Stem and the Graven Image being 

the dead entity LEGAL NAME/Sin Number/License I.D. 

Anyways,… 

MICHIGAN = M-Ish-Icon (false idols of man blaspheming Creation 

Itself) 

My-Chi-Gan or Mi-Key-Ka-N or Mesh-A-Cain, it goes on and on. 

Mich Mish Mash Mesh Mosh Mush Mick etc. 

-igan Icon Again Eye-G-An iKen iKin I Can I-Gen I-Djin 

Messa-Djin Messaging (Mess-Aging) 

Mess-Aging = Death through Birth 

Magician - Maji-Con (Magic Cain – Black Magic) 

Maji-Shen (Shen = Trinity) 

Hand = DNA + Infinite (H = 8) = “we live forever”, shhh, don’t tell. 

Glove = G-Love (G = 7 = Self/Reflection) = Jesus Love 

Jesus = G’s Us = The G’s are Us = The 7’s are Us 

The 7 is the Self, that’s you and I. Put the I back in “Jesus” and we get 

“Jesuis”. Jesuis equals “Je Suis” = I AM ( I AM that I AM) 



Jesus backwards sounds like the word “Sausage”, which would represent 

the Physical Realm or the Carnal Mind, the Flesh. Glove backwards is 

EVIL-G or EVIL 7/Evil Self or Evil Reflection. 

The Constellation LEPUS breaks down to the words “Le Pus” or “THE 

PUSSY”, the vagina, Creation, the Womb, Female energy, etc. 

The Highway or Freeway system in Michigan is shaped like a SEX 

SCENE happy ending. There’s both Thighs spread at the bottom, with the 

vagina in the middle. The CLIT is right where DETROIT is located. 

There’s a penis pulling out of the vagina and shooting it’s load up to the 

U.P. right where the Rabbit’s genitals would be (LEPUS). 

DETROIT is French (De Twah’), but it sounds to me like its DE TWAT 

or THE TWAT and it’s located perfectly where the CLIT is. 

 

 



Contained within the hidden sex scene is a city called HELL, MICHIGAN. There’s a 

city right at the top of the Lower Peninsula called CHEBOYGUN which is obviously a 

hermaphrodite reference, SHE-BOY-Gun/penis. Another city in the sperm stream is 

called GAYLORD, etc… 

“Route 69/Sixty-Nine is on the Vagine”, The Vagine Line. 

The Great Lakes State (5 Great Lakes/5 fingers on a Hand/5 = Phi-Ve or 55) 

Great = Create (Creation) C-Re-8 (Infinte Heart Creations) 

Or G is the HEX, but it can also be the SELF. 

Backwards = State Lakes Great The = The STATE of TRUTH, GREETING GOD or 

When you’re in the state of being in truth then you are ABLE(Right Side) to greet 

GOD(KOT)/THE TRUTH. 

The = Theos = God / Lakes = Water = Truth 

The Hermaphrodite Highway to Hell was first started in 1956. ( 1956 = 56 = 5D Sex = 

5th Dimensional Fornication) 

Border to Border completion was in 1960. ( 1960 = 69, Yin Yan, 96, 110[power], 

911, Infinite, etc.) 

Completed all highway construction in 1992. ( 1992 = 911 , 3 Action, 11 Ascension) 

A total of 36 years (36 = 666 or 3D Sex / 3rd Dimensional Physical) 666 = Carbon, 

Carbon = Saturn = Satan = the FLESH . Carbon Ink = LEGAL NAME 

Michigan has a total of 13 Interstate Freeways. 

The Constellation Lepus is shaped like an Infinite with a V on top ( 8 + 5 ), 8 + 5 = 13 

Michigan Territory = 1805 = 16 = HEX 

MI = 13, Midwest = 13, Michigan Magician = 13, West = 13 

Midwest = Middle of the West or the W = The top of the Pyramid/All Seeing Eye 

I was born on the 52nd day of the Greg-Whore-ian Calendar, leaving 313 days left in 

the year. I was born where the area code for phones is 313. A full deck of cards, 52 

plus ME = 26 = GOD/TRUTH 



 


